
Addressing climate 
and other complex problems

A collaborative enquiry into the 

human dimension of business

(Something stuck in the system?)



Introduction

Objective:  Generate insights that lead directly to generative actions.

Contented:  We help organisations generate, share and apply new insights to 
become thought-leaders in target markets.  

We do this by helping them access non-linear ways of thinking and turning it 
into content to engage their target audiences.  

We'll set you on a learning journey and help you tell your story on the way.

Aston Business School: helping ensure academic rigour and shape for 
commercial low carbon agenda

Housekeeping:  Fire, toilets, refreshments, lunch; confidentiality.



Itinerary
11:30 Introductions (Embarcation)
12:00 Status Quo, Call to Adventure
12:30 Crossing the threshold
13:00 Dialogue practice
13:30 LUNCH
14:00 1. Download: Context; Focus challenges and group question. 

2. Suspend: see with fresh eyes
3. Sense: body sculpture activity
4. Connect to source
5. Crystallise vision/intent
6. Prototype: commit to individual action
7. Reflection

17:00 Next steps for the workshop
17:30 Carriages



Underpinning science

Collective Conversations: Werner Heisenberg

Action Learning: Reg Revans

Power of Myth: Joseph Campbell, ed Betty Flowers

U-Process: Fritz Glasl, Dirk Lemson; Otto Scharmer

Web of Life, Hidden Connections: Fritjof Capra

Presencing, Learning Organisations: Peter Senge,

Joseph Jaworski, Otto Scharmer, Betty Flowers

Social Intelligence: Daniel Goleman

The Leader as Martial Artist: Arnold Mindell

Cooperative Enquiry: Peter Reason, John Heron

Dialogue: David Bohm
‘Human systems as 

natural systems’



The science: complex adaptive systems

Complex system: independent 
components work with each other 
(eg vehicle)

Complex adaptive system: living 
components adapt to behaviour 
(eg traffic)

Understanding the parts does not 
automatically help understand the 
whole.
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Ways of Knowing

How do we know what we know?

• Presentational: through artful means (eg theatre, drawing)

• Experiential: through direct experience (eg sensing, gut-feeling)

• Practical: through skilful doing (eg playing the piano)

• Propositional: conceptually (eg reading, discussing)



Innovation Explorers ™
Watch: Joseph Campbell. 
Hero’s Journey animation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhk4N9A0oCA


Today’s enquiry





Deep listening

When someone deeply listens to you

It is like holding out a dented cup

You’ve had since childhood

And watching it fill up with

Cold, fresh water

John Fox



Intro to U-Process

Highly structured process to 
deepen thinking around a 
question, before rushing to a 
solution.

Creative techniques access 
intelligence from body, mind and 
the collective ‘field’.

Work as individuals and as group.



Dialogue

• Reflective and generative 
conversations;

• Listen through interviewee;

• Don’t interrupt brief silences; 
be present; 

• Appreciate story; trust your 
instincts.



1. Download: focus question

Dialogue in pairs

• Burning, complex, insoluble

• Formulate clear and simple question: 
eg How can I … 

• DON’T try to address; just clarify

• 5 minutes each way to help each other

• Tell story of Object – listener feedsback to group.

• Film/record each other (private)



2. Suspend: Seeing with fresh eyes

River Jumping. Use power of collective to see beyond 
blind-spots.  Get out of stuck river of thought.

Pairs join to make 4s (home group)
1 min: intro question

Hot-seat coached by others
• Random object – force connection
• Related world – eg Velcro
• Reframing – eg as opportunity
• Revolution – explore assumptions (eg solid)



3. Sense from the field

Body sculptures

In pairs, A and B

Silently, A moulds B into A’s statue, 
expressing with body and face emotions 
and unsaid aspects of question.

B observes A.

Then B steps into his own statue.

All As walk around, seeing the gallery, 
sensing the richness of emotions, passions 
and reflections present in the room.

Then change places and repeat



4. Connecting to source

Participants use their hands to 
mould a piece of clay. 

“Tip-of-the-tongue”

Allow thoughts to settle, ground 
yourself, clear head of thoughts to 
make room for the new. Nature 
abhors a vacuum.

15 mins



5. Crystallise Vision and Intent

With object, in home groups – we are just allowing 

new visions to be expressed.

What in your wildest dreams? 

Each take a turn in the hot seat.

Allow your visions to flow, for you and/or others.

What is wanting to be born? What new pattern is 

wanting to be seen?

6. Prototyping



6. Prototyping

Planning vs action enquiry/research.

Home-pairs, walking.  (5 mins each)

Help choose action to manifest the bigger idea.

Imagine red line representing this new commitment

Ask your partner what support (eg witnessed, championed, held to 

account.)

When ready, cross your red line!

6. Prototyping



7. Dialogue/Reflection

Group reforms and reflects on patterns and themes 
experienced right now.

• Reflect on the different stages

• How might we frame this commercially?

• Where does Hero’s Journey sit?

• Open dialogue, sharing whatever wants to be said.

Choose other Dialogue questions.

6. Prototyping



Next steps


